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“Liar! Definitely a liar!”

“If they had an antidote, they would already have it! Impossible!”

“It’s already against the sky that they can research this poison, and the antidote
is impossible!”

“I knew from the beginning that they couldn’t have an antidote!”

…

Doctor Dark said immediately.

The Brain of God also echoed: “And in such a short period of time, it is impossible
for them to develop an antidote!”

The two of them are already sure that this is fake!

Hydra began to deceive Levi Garrison.
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Just like the mysterious forces that defrauded sky-high resources!

And they had the idea of   deceiving Levi Garrison a long time ago, but they
just kept waiting for a suitable time.

The organization of the revenge Hydra deceived Levi Garrison in advance, which
no one thought of.

They can only continue to wait for the opportunity, when Levi Garrison is helpless
and desperate.

That is, you have to believe it, and you have to believe it!

When the road is dead, even if there is only one in ten thousand hope that you
should try it.

Even if you know it’s fake, what if?

There is no doubt that Levi Garrison has reached this moment now.
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Just as the ice bed was destroyed, Levilia’s toxicity flared up violently.

Hydra emerged.

They actually tried…

Whether Levi Garrison believes it or not has little to do with them.

They won’t incur any losses.

If Levi Garrison believed it, it would be better if he deceived him!

Both Doctor Dark and Brain of God looked at Levi Garrison: “Mr. Ye don’t have to
think that it must be fake! I can guarantee it! They won’t be real! They just want
to defraud you of your resources!”

Others also said: “Yes, all of this must be fake! Hydra has made it clear that it is
lying to you in an open and honest way! It’s the best to be deceived, and they
won’t suffer if they can’t be deceived!”

“Our advice is to ignore it! Don’t look for this hope!”

…

Everyone looked at Levi Garrison, waiting for his thoughts.

Levi Garrison sighed deeply: “But what can I do now?”

“Levilia has tried any method now, but there is nothing useful at all! There is a
hint of hope that I will try it too!”

“I also know that at this juncture, Hydra will definitely defraud resources! But
what if there is really hope? If they really have an antidote, even an antidote to
relieve the onset of toxins!”

“As long as I have this hope, I’ll give it a try! Resources are useless to me anyway!
I can have as many as I want, and Levilia’s health is the most important thing!”

…

Hearing Levi Garrison say this, everyone sighed.

There is no way.

Who would choose to believe that one-in-ten thousand generalization if there
was a better way?



Levi Garrison looked at Doctor Dark and said, “Old Hei contacted Hydra and said I
believed them! I chose to negotiate with them in Daxia!”

“Hey!”

Doctor Dark sighed and agreed.

To believe in Hydra is actually a very humiliating thing for him!

He believed that Levi Garrison hated more than him, but he had no choice but to
agree.

Who would believe it if it wasn’t forced to the point of desperation?

Bow your head for that almost impossible hope.

People are forced into this.

So helpless!

He felt like he was punching the cotton!

“Okay, I’ll contact them!”

Doctor Dark ran to contact him.

“I……”

The Brain of God clenched his fists tightly, so angry that he was about to explode.

He glanced at Levi Garrison and had a lot to say, but he didn’t say it.

They understand that a father’s choice at this time is actually right, even if he is
deceived, even if the Hydra is fake.

But he finally made an effort to detoxify his daughter.

No regrets either.

Compared to her daughter’s detoxification, being deceived is nothing.

Hydra is in the base of War Bear Kingdom.

The nine heads of Hydra are together.

Nine of them are arranged from one to nine.



They are waiting for Levi Garrison’s reply.

Among them, the leader sneered: “If Levi Garrison agrees, it will prove that we
can deceive! In fact, he now understands that we lied to him, just to gain a hope!”

The three heads smiled: “Now that his daughter is on the brink of desperation, he
will come to hope! It doesn’t matter if he is deceived! It’s all for the sake of her
daughter!”

“Guess whether Levi Garrison will agree? Knowing that we are lying to him?”

The four heads looked at everyone and asked.

“Half and half? I’m not sure!”

…

At this time, a subordinate walked in quickly and hurriedly said: “No, the nine
leaders, Levi Garrison has agreed to trade with us!”

“But I have to go to Daxia to negotiate a deal! I am afraid that I will be deceived
by trading in the War Bear Country!”

The big boss got up and said, “As long as he agrees! No matter where the deal is
negotiated, he will be deceived!”

“Who is going to lie to Levi Garrison?”

He looked at the crowd and asked.

As a result, all the other eight leaders raised their hands.

Obviously, everyone is very interested in deceiving Levi Garrison.

Liaring Levi Garrison upright and aboveboard will give everyone a sense of
accomplishment.

So everyone has to go.

“No! Only three people can lead the team!”

“The third, the sixth, the eighth go! No one else can go!”

said the great leader.

“clear!”

Everyone nodded.



“Remember, go quietly! This is the secret of our separate deal with Levi Garrison!
The War Bear Kingdom doesn’t even know about it!”

“So we can’t take the gods with us, we can go by ourselves!”

“In addition, the organization of the revenge Hydra is also watching. If we go in a
high profile, they will definitely assassinate them!”

The big head analyzed.

that’s all.

In the end, the three leaders took more than a dozen experts of Hydra to Daxia.

In order to show loyalty to the War Bear Kingdom.
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Hydra didn’t use resources on themselves to create gods for themselves.

So the Hydra so far has no gods.

It all depends on the protection of the gods of the War Bear Kingdom.

But they also understand that the gods of War Bear Country protect them on the
one hand, and supervise them on the other hand.

They dare not have the existence of gods.

Shortly after.

The three heads of Hydra brought more than a dozen people to a forbidden area
in Daxia.

No one knew they were here.

They came to the agreed place one step ahead.
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The three were discussing how to deceive Levi Garrison, and they said the
prepared words over and over again.

They have already thought of the picture of Levi Garrison being deceived.
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And they are upright liars.

Levi Garrison had to obediently give them everything.

What they want, Levi Garrison has to give.

For example, the antidote to your daughter’s poison is in War Bear Country.

But you need to give us ten tons of aura crystals first.

Didn’t Levi Garrison have to take it out obediently?

There is no way!

He is a hope!

Whether it’s true or not, he has to try it.

They have arrived.

But when Levi Garrison and his party were about to come, they encountered
obstacles.

It turned out that Long Wu and Long San brought a group of young people from
Tiance Mansion to stop Levi Garrison.

I don’t know who leaked the information, but this person from Tiancefu learned
that Levi Garrison was going to trade with Hydra and send the resources out.

They came to stop.

“Levi Garrison, are you confused? People are lying to you!”

“Junior Sister Levilia’s poison is from the Hydra, do you expect them to give you
the antidote?”

“Impossible! Don’t be fooled by them!”

“Yes, let alone such a strong poison, they have no ability to develop an antidote!”

Everyone stopped in front of Levi Garrison and could not let him go.

This kind of behavior is stupid in their eyes!

It doesn’t matter if Levi Garrison is a fool!

But they can’t bear to waste resources.



This is everyone’s resources wasted!

Are you not good for Daxia?

Do you have to waste it?

Levi Garrison looked at them and said, “Get out of the way, it has nothing to do
with you!”

Long Wu immediately said: “How come it has nothing to do with us? Your
resources are Daxia’s resources! Daxia’s business is our business!”

Long San also agreed: “When you go to see the Hydra people, you are giving
them resources for nothing!”

“You’re going to be taken advantage of! You’re going to be deceived by being a
fool! You were deceived last time, and people are still laughing at you now!”

“You are going to be deceived now, are you stupid? You have wasted so many
resources, why don’t you give it to Da Xia?”

“Let me tell you, Hydra has hope of an antidote. It’s better if I persuade the
genius doctor to take action! Don’t send resources in vain!”

…

Long three dragon five they take turns to persuade.

In fact, after all, they don’t pay attention to whether Levi Garrison cheated or
not.

They just worry about resources.

Worrying about the resources being cheated by Hydra, it is better to give it to Da
Xia.

That’s all.

“Get out of the way! What the hell does this matter have to do with you?
Whether I cheat or not, whether I will give them the resources or not, is my own
business and has nothing to do with anyone!”

Levi Garrison said coldly.

Want to morally kidnap yourself?

“Levi Garrison, what do you mean? Knowing that you will be deceived, do you still
want to be fooled?”



“I beg you to wake up! Don’t give resources to our opponents for nothing! No one
can bear it!”

“We don’t ask you to give your resources to Da Xia, but at least not to others?”

…

People like Long San Long Wu are actually resources.

They don’t care about whether Levilia detoxifies or not at all, they only care
about whether the resources will be in the hands of others.

“Enough! The resources you keep talking about! What does it have to do with you?
They belong to Mr. Ye, they can do whatever they want? Not to mention, they are
used to save their daughter!”

Doctor Dark couldn’t stand it any longer and couldn’t help shouting.

The Brain of God also echoed: “Get out of the way, don’t force us to do it!”

“Don’t let it! What do you outsiders know???”

Long San Long Wu will not let them at all.

The tense atmosphere was on the verge of breaking out.

At this moment, the commander of Tiance and the general of the dragon head
and others came in a hurry.

“What are you doing? What are you doing?”

“When is it your turn to take care of the king’s side by side? What qualifications
do you have?”

“Even if you are gods now!”

…

The crowd roared.

Long three, Long five then let go.

Levi Garrison left without saying a word.

Doctor Dark and the others followed.

“Levi Garrison, you deserve to be deceived!”



“You who were so wise are long gone!”
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Levi Garrison and the others all left, and the voices of Long Sanlongwu could be
heard in their ears.

But Levi Garrison didn’t care, and still came to find Hydra.

In fact, everyone now knows that this is a scam at all.

Something everyone can see.

But why can’t Levi Garrison see clearly?

Are you a fan of the authorities?

Will he accept the reality only if he is severely deceived?

Even in the eyes of the Dark Doctors.

But they still have the same idea – this is not being deceived, this is an effort
made for Levilia.
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They support Levi Garrison’s decision and choice.

Before leaving, God’s Brain also asked: “Mr. Ye, do I want to bring the resources
first!”

“Then bring it, it doesn’t matter if you bring it or not!”

Levi Garrison said lightly.

Obviously don’t care about that.

Shortly after.

Levi Garrison and his party also came to the agreed place.

When the three heads of Hydra met Levi Garrison.

Everyone laughed.
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If Levi Garrison can come, it means that their open and aboveboard defrauding
plan is about to succeed.

The three and the dozen or so people behind them all showed ecstasy.

finally come!

Levi Garrison represents the ultimate “wealth”.

“Mr. Ye is really unfortunate. I didn’t think that the ice bed used by your daughter
was destroyed! The poison has happened like this! But we Hydra swear that we
only poisoned the daughter!”

“As for destroying the blood exchange record and destroying the ice bed before,
we didn’t do it! You can rest assured of this!”

The three heads of Hydra said righteously.

As if poisoning Levilia is such a glorious thing.

The Dark Doctor and the Brain of God clenched their fists.

provocative!

This is nothing but provocation!

But Levi Garrison looked at them from such a distance.

The sixth and eighth heads of Hydra also laughed and said, “Mr. Ye expresses our
sympathy for what happened to Ling Qianjin!”

“However, after our unremitting efforts! We have developed the antidote for the
strongest poison! Ling Qianjin’s poison can be solved!”

The two said this.

The Dark Doctor naturally didn’t believe it.

He asked, “Are you sure you’re not lying? Where’s the antidote? Show me?”

The brain of God also said: “Yes, don’t brag! If there is an antidote, take it out and
see!”

The three heads smiled: “Don’t worry! And if you don’t believe us, this deal can’t
go on. You say yes, Mr. Ye!”

The three leaders looked at Levi Garrison.



But Levi Garrison didn’t respond, just looked at them indifferently.

Eight heads stepped forward and said: “Today’s transaction is very simple! First
of all, you have to trust us! Otherwise, this transaction cannot be done at all!”

“Secondly, let’s talk about the conditions! To detoxify your daughter, you must
pay a price! The antidote we developed with so much manpower and resources
cannot be handed over to you in vain!”

Doctor Dark asked directly: “Tell me, what kind of conditions do you want!”

“All in all! We want all the resources you have! After all the resources are
obtained, we will show you the antidote!”

The six heads stood up.

Doctor Dark asked: “In other words, all the resources are just a deposit for you?
We will give you all the resources before we are willing to show us the antidote?
Instead of giving us the antidote directly?”

Leader Six and Leader Eight nodded at the same time: “Yes, that’s right! To get
the antidote, you have to hand over the secret of resources!”

“That’s right! We are the lions! To completely unlock your daughter’s poison, you
should know how difficult it is! So we want all the resources and the secret of
how to obtain them!”

The posture of the Hydra once made Doctor Dark and the others wonder if there
was really an antidote.

This lion speaks louder than everyone else.

This confidence and confidence is clearly the antidote!

However, they were only in a trance.

“You guys also want the white wolf with empty gloves? You also want to deceive
Mr. Ye!”

“The aircraft behind are all resources! But if you want to deceive them, it’s not
that easy!”

The Dark Doctor sneered.

“If you want to cheat, at least you have to come up with something, right? Even if
it’s not an antidote, it has to be a useful item, right?”

The two stared at the Hydra.



The three leaders glared at the dark doctor and the brain of God with a guilty
conscience: “You said it again! What does it have to do with you?”

He looked at Levi Garrison again: “What do you think, Mr. Ye? What do you think
of this condition? Do you want to agree?”

In their opinion, only Levi Garrison would be deceived.

Everyone else is awake, only Levi Garrison is a fool.
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The three heads of Hydra and the others all looked at Levi Garrison.

This person is a fool in their eyes!

He knew that he was being deceived, but he still came here!

This is not what a fool is!

Everyone else is too awake.

In other words, the authorities are obsessed, and bystanders are clear.

As long as you are outsiders, you know that this is a scam at all.

There is absolutely no cure!

I’m here to deceive you from start to finish!
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Doctor Dark and they have already concluded that it is a scam.

I want to remind Levi Garrison not to agree.

But when I think about it, this is the obsession and hope of a father.

They don’t want to break, so no reminders.

But it’s really a scam.

They can only pray that Levi Garrison can wake up and don’t be fooled!
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Don’t give resources to others in vain!

Levi Garrison still didn’t speak, but suddenly stepped forward and slowly walked
towards the three heads of Hydra.

“That’s right! It’s just that you agree to our terms! Only then will your daughter
be saved!”

“Yeah, those resources are of no use to you! It’s better to detoxify your
daughter!”

…

The three leaders watched Levi Garrison approach, thinking that he agreed.

They all burst into laughter.

So excited that I almost jumped up.

Levi Garrison is really easy to take the bait.

He has to believe it or not!

“Hey!!!”

Doctor Dark and the others sighed.

Can’t stop it.

The resources are all Levi Garrison again, and it is useless if they stop it.

Levi Garrison walked to the three heads of Hydra like this step by step, without
saying a word from beginning to end.

The three leaders watched Levi Garrison approach, and subconsciously reached
out to pat Levi Garrison on the shoulder.

“Snapped!”

He put his hand on Levi Garrison’s shoulder, patted and said, “You…”

But as soon as the words came out, Levi Garrison suddenly struck with lightning
with his left hand and grabbed his right arm.

“Crack!”

Only a cracking sound was heard.



The arms and bones of the three heads were broken, the flesh was blurred, and
the bones were stubble.

The whole arm was shattered.

“what!!!”

A pig-like scream sounded.

The three heads were so heartbroken in pain.

This sudden scene, no one expected.

Levi Garrison actually started.

No sign!

However, few people responded.

Levi Garrison started again.

Or this is the beginning!

“boom!”

He slapped it out and directly bombarded the heads of the three heads of Hydra.

“Snapped!”

It’s like a watermelon being blown up.

Hot blood and other mixtures splashed on the faces of the heads of Sixth and
Eighth, as well as others.

The burning sensation made them seem to realize something.

But it’s too late!

“Snapped!”

With another slap, Levi Garrison slapped the six heads of Hydra to death.

“Snapped!”

Another slap.

Eight heads fell.



It happened so fast.

So that everyone didn’t respond.

The three leaders have been blown up by Levi Garrison.

The two doctors in the dark have been dumbfounded.

This is Levi Garrison!

This suits him!

Cool!

It’s all so cool!

The rest of the Hydras responded one by one.

But how could Levi Garrison let them escape?

“Snapped!”

“Snapped!”

“Snapped!”

…

He slapped slap after slap.

Clouds of blood mist also exploded one after another.

In an instant, a dozen people all fell down.

Not one survived.

A total of twenty Hydra were shot dead by Levi Garrison.

You must know that Hydra has developed for so long, and there are only more
than 180 people in total.

This time, it can be said that the loss is heavy.

The most important thing is that the three leaders were shot dead by Levi
Garrison.

“Huchi! Huchi!”
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After killing these people, Levi Garrison gasped heavily.

It’s not because of tiredness!

But because of emotional excitement, cool!

Hydra has always been the person he wanted to kill!

This time, he also killed three leaders, how could he be upset?

It’s so exciting!

“Cool! It’s so cool!!!”

Seeing Levi Garrison’s body covered in blood and panting.

The two doctors in the dark also felt that the stagnant air that had been
accumulated in their hearts for a long time was completely released.
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Very good!

Levi Garrison did not agree to their conditions to be a fool!

Instead, he killed them all in one go!

The three heads of Hydra don’t know what happened until they die!

Levi Garrison didn’t say a word, why did he suddenly act?

Shouldn’t he have hope for his daughter?

In the end, he didn’t even ask where his hope was, and just started killing him?

Did he come to find the antidote to detoxify his daughter?

How could you kill someone without saying a word!

Confuse!

They can only take this doubt to the Lord of Hell to ask.
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“I’m in a bad mood recently, kill a few enemies to relieve my boredom!”

Levi Garrison slowly turned around and said to the two doctors in the dark.

Understood!

At this moment they understood everything!

It turns out that Levi Garrison is like a mirror in his heart!

Knowing that the Hydra guys are lying to him at all!

There is no way they have an antidote!

To find him is to defraud his resources…

Thinking about the time when he and the scumbags in Tiance Mansion persuaded
him, Levi Garrison was probably annoying.

Don’t people know better than you?

Don’t people know it’s a scam?

Need you to teach?

Levi Garrison knew that this was a scam from beginning to end.

He knew his situation better than anyone, and knew that the other party would
use this to deal with him.

The reason why he agreed is very simple, it is to kill.

As it is now, kill a refreshing!

Usually these people from Hydra would not come out at all.

And there is the revenge Hydra to prevent the assassination.

They are all obediently staying in the War Bear Country.

Even if you come out, the gods around you are like clouds.

But after Levi Garrison agreed easily, one by one would definitely come out.

All this is in Levi Garrison’s prediction.

Promise them to kill the person who leads the Hydra.



Much better than Levi Garrison imagined.

Never thought that three leaders would come at one time.

In his predictions it was at most a head.

People are killed!

also earned!

“It’s cool!”

Levi Garrison breathed a sigh of relief.

“Really think that I, Levi Garrison, can be deceived by everyone? Ridiculous!”

“I really thought I was a fool, would you believe that you have an antidote?”

“Even if you have an antidote, do I dare to use it?”

Levi Garrison laughed.

“Hahaha…We really thought you would agree…”

The two doctors in the dark smiled embarrassedly.

Levi Garrison glanced at them and said, “Do I look so gullible?”

“And the last time I cheated, I actually asked them to cheat, let’s see what tricks
they are playing! Anyway, don’t worry, this face will be recovered sooner or
later!”

When Levi Garrison and his party returned.

Long Wu and Long San still posted the same.

“I was cheated? I gave the resources to others? Are you comfortable now?”

“Levi Garrison, now you finally know that you are a fool, right?”

Long San and Long Wu asked shyly.

“Snapped!”

“Snapped!”

…



Levi Garrison did not answer them.

Instead, they slapped them in the face with two loud slaps.

Long San and Long Wu were directly stunned by Levi Garrison.

The two are stupid.

Levi Garrison dared to beat them? ? ?

This is also Levi Garrison’s mercy.

If people from other forces dared to bother him so much, they would have been
slapped to death long ago.

Considering that this is the power of Tiancefu.

Levi Garrison only slapped twice as a warning.

After dozens of seconds, the two reacted while covering their cheeks.

They are gods.

Levi Garrison slapped the gods, which is a shame to them!

“Levi Garrison, you are courting death!!!”

The two ran away.

It’s time to attack Levi Garrison.
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